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Example: A 400 yr. old Chinese was asked: What lasts longer, is more durable the hard or
the soft? He said: look at my mouth all my hard things have left me, but my soft thing is still
there (tongue).
Elastin excess:
Contractures
Constrictions
Stenosis
Shortening of tendons

Elastin less:
Looseness
Relaxation
Ptosis
Prolapsus
Hernias
Sprains

Fibrin excess:
Thickening
Indurations
Fibrosis
Toughening

Fibrin less:
Dilatation
Enlargement
Hemorrhagic tendency

Elastin less starts in straining joints and can go right up to looseness of the valves.
§ 74
Among chronic diseases we must still, alas!, reckon those so commonly met with, artificially produced in
allopathic treatment by the prolonged use of violent heroic medicines in large and increasing doses, by the
abuse of calomel, corrosive sublimate, mercurial ointment, nitrate of silver, iodine and its ointments, opium,
valerian, cinchona bark and quinine, foxglove, prussic acid, sulphur and sulphuric acid, perennial
purgatives1, venesections, shedding streams of blood, leeches, issues, setons, etc., whereby the vital
energy is sometimes weakened to an unmerciful extent, sometimes, if it do not succumb, gradually
abnormally deranged (by each substance in a peculiar manner) in such a way that, in order to maintain life
against these inimical and destructive attacks, it must produce a revolution in the organism, and either
deprive some part of its irritability and sensibility, or exalt these to an excessive degree, cause
dilatation or contraction, relaxation or induration or even total destruction of certain parts, and
develop faulty organic alterations here and there in the interior or the exterior (cripple the body internally or
externally), in order to preserve the organism from complete destruction of the life by the ever - renewed,
hostile assaults of such destructive forces.2

Emotion
Fear-Fright
Anger
Happiness

Psora
Anxiety
Irritability
Cheerfulness

Sadness

Grief, sadness, weeping;

Behavior

Straight forward

Courage

Limited courage in
known sphere ruled by
intellect.
Inhibition: carefull;
Timidity
Want of confidence;
Apprehensive;
Anticipation;

Sycosis
Fears
Anger
1. Mirth/exaltation
Exuberance
High spirited, vivacious
Jesting, laughing
2. Subtle or concealed
laugh
Silent grief, brooding,
dwells on sad things;
sighing; sulking,
discouraged, moaning;
Mischievous, cunning
Manipulative;
Rationalization
Excess inhibition:
cowardliness;
Undercover; project as
opp. rationalize

Syphilis
Anguish, fearless, panic
Rage
Ecstasy, exhilariation;
Happiness makes one ill,
takes hold of the person,
gets drunk;

Despair, delirium sad;
hypochondriasis;
Inconsolable, gloom;
Crooked
Fatalist attack
No inhibition;
Misplaced inhibition and
courage;

The one who excels is always syphilitic (killer-instinct) syphilitic is not always bad, we need
also syphilitic people.
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Case 2
Proptosis of left eye
Male, 70 yrs. – retired since 11 yrs. Used to work as assistant architect in BMC.
CC:
Proptosis left eye since 1-08
Diabetes mellitus since 11 yrs.
Thickening of lateral, inferior and medial recti muscles was diagnosed as cataract and age
related macular degeneration by an ophthalmologist.
Left proptosis and extreme chemosis. He has taken treatment for swelling and redness
and also steroids for 2 month but no relief.
Present complaints:
Swelling of left eye with lower eyelid.
Redness and watering of eyes especially while eating anything.
Very blurred vision esp. in the morning which becomes better in the evening. Haziness of
vision, can see some person if sitting opposite but cannot recognize if it’s a male or a
female.
Pricking type of pain esp. on the lateral side of the eye ball.
Dull aching pain throughout the day < pressing;
Mild burning in the left eye.
7 days back he had two black dots in the left eye.
Imbalance while walking, vertigo, giddiness.
Dryness of foot since two months.
Past history:
In 2002 blockage in the coronary artery (angina?).
Physical generals:
App: prefers warm food
Thirsty
Chilly
ODP:
In 12-07 pain in the left temporal region and left orbital region without swelling of orbit –
was given allopathic treatment.
Swelling of left orbital region with redness of eye.
Mind:
He has no children, stays with his wife.
Quiet person
Cannot tolerate contradiction, gets angry but suppresses his anger and stays quiet.
In 11-07 he had tension about society, as it was going to be redeveloped.
So he was tensed that where will he go then and what will he do? Says it had an impact on
him. After redevelopment of property they will increase the maintenance, how will I cope
up with it with my small pension. At that time he was a bit unhappy with redevelopment as
the building was only 30 years old.
Today we are very happy with the facilities we have.
He is very timid and coward.
There was lots of hardship in childhood, had to study on his own.
He was working in Municipal Corporation. He was not satisfied with his income. He
couldn’t take risk of changing job from government to other private firm. He needed money
as he has to feed his family first.
12
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He was not averse to taking bribe, but never had courage to ask for it. If someone gave it,
he did not mind taking it.
1997, 6 month before his retirement, he was tensed about his future.
In childhood had anger on contradiction, now also it is there, but he can control it.
Sensitive to criticism.
Very much anxious about everything.
Fear of light.
Fastidious
Consolation agg.
Family oriented
Sun gives vertigo;
Noise gives uneasy feeling
Beginning point:
Tension / anticipation about what will happen if the building will be build new
He is slow;
Left side is affected
Timid, coward, anger but not expressed – but will mock or be sarcastic. Money-minded;
Repertorisation:

Ars – more restless, more anticipation health;
Lyc – hot,
Carb-v – right-sided
Graph – only left-sided carbon – (because of ferrum-element)

 Graph C 200 single-dose
FU:
Eye has to get better from above to downwards
After 2 month:
Eye is normal
He feels relaxed now

Carb-v
Slowing of the systems (endoderm)
Slowing of GIT (bad odor of stools)
Slowing Cardio-vascular (= Stasis)
Wants fan because lack of oxygen
Right-sided
No tumor

Graph.
Anticipation
GIT (mesoderm)
Left-sided
More mind-affected

If somebody makes the whole environment dull he has to be a carbon.
Opium – slow, contented, but sharp intellect – rightsided - courageous remedy
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Basic Disposition:
Very important – and also if there is a change of disposition (does not fight anymore)
Close to her parents earlier – but after her marriage she did not talk to her parents
She tried to adjust to her other live (cooking for her husband) – but she is not able to adapt
(nat-m would be able to)
Before she was a free bird – but now she is trapped in traditional live
Usually we go for what we feel is the emotion, is the remedy – but this is wrong - we
should only take what is sure in a case;
As a child  free bird, self willed, boyish, pampered, introverted
As a young woman  joins the army, meets the boy and falls in love
After marriage  gets married against the wishes of parents, tuberculosis abdominal
Stress  In-laws want typical DIL
Sycosis  husband not supportive, loves husband – grief
Syphilis  Ectopic pregnancy, right tube excised
Syco-syphilitic  Stress +++, Depression - feels alone
 depression – despair, secondary infertility
Syphilis  Desire to go away, hates people, leave everything, strong
Repertorisation:

Aurum metallicum in Depression:
-

High expectations from self and others
Offended easily
Anger+, intolerance to contradiction
Despair – everything is lost and self reproach – escape
Lost and also that he has lost affection of friends

Pulsatilla in Depression:
-

Mild timid, emotional selfish
Craves sympathy
Offended and discouraged very easily
Forsaken feeling
Desires many things, infinite, social position
Anxious solicitude about his health and domestic affairs (like sepia)
Envious, avaricious, dissatisfied, greedy, wants to have everything for himself
Cross, takes everything in bad part what others say
Everything disgusts him, everything is repugnant to him
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Lachesis in Depression:
-

Imagines he is followed by enemies who are trying to harm him; attempts to leave room
as if frightened by vision behind him
Quiet, sorrowful, lowness of spirits, amel. by sighing, repugnance to society and dislike
to talk, solicitude about future, with disgust for life, inclination to doubt everything,
mistrusts and misconstrues; indolence, aversion to every kind of labor and motion,
melancholia;

-

Rhus-tox in Depression:
Mild timid  forsaken feeling, despair and escaping from the bed as it drives him out of
the bed
Fear – as if about to hear a calamity; or feeling as if she were solitary and all around
her were dead and silent; or feeling as if she has to bid farewell to an intimate friend;

-

Sepia and Mercurius (very close in this case)
-

Positive
Aversion to family members
Company aversion to, solitude fond of
Despair
Hatred for persons who have offended him
Frightened easily
Misanthropy
Consolation agg.

Sepia

Difference
Mercurius

Indifference to loved ones
Aversion to husband
Company aversion to, amel. when alone
Cares about domestic affairs
Sadness about domestic affairs
Stifled affections
Despair of social position

Audacity
Aversion to all persons
Company aversion to, cannot bear
anybody
Forsaken feeling – sensation of isolation
Chaotic confused behavior
Disobedience
Remorse
Squanders
Wander and travel desire to
Social inhibition lack of

1st understanding
Mannish habits
Hatred for those who have offended him
Dancing desire for
Forsaken feeling
Dwells on past, disagreeable occurrences

Present understanding
Disobedience
Defiant
Despair
Escape attempts to
Forsaken feeling, isolation sensation of
Misanthropy
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Case 5 FU
3 ½ yrs. old – VSD, mentally retarded
got first calc-ph – did not work
Then he got magnesium-phos 1 year before
never smiling (alum, lyc, ars, magnesium)
has to turn the head in order to see sharp

Case 6 FU
spastic of left arm and leg, fingers long and contracted
Convulsions
has been in school till 9th standard
Prafull asked specifically about 5th month of pregnancy (development
of extremities)
got Sulph 3 month before
Now:
Convulsions are reduced, but hand and leg no improvement  this is
like an allopathic action. Convulsions have to increase first (electrical
discharge), hand has to become loose, then leg must be better, only
then convulsions has to decrease.
Sulph was only partial remedy.
 Bar-sulph (left sided)
In such cases syphilitic Miasm destroys modalities – we have to concentrate on physicals.

Case 7 FU
Boy 9 yrs. old – CP (cerebral palsy)
He got Arsenic 3 month before, spastic was better but back became not
stronger. But this has to come first – otherwise it will never improve.
Laughs loud and intense when somebody teases him
= laughing immoderately
always smiling when getting up = cheerful (is not like arsenic)
cheerful = hyos, cann-I, other drugs
Mischievous trait, remembers things very well, has sharp brain and spasm in muscles
Opium would be more serious, not mischievous;
Hyos always incites others – this he doesn’t do. He enjoys himself  Cann-i

Case 8 FU
Autism and CP
He got Stramonium M 3 month ago
Now:
Legs are better, he says “Thank you” when he left.
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